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Abstract. This paper introduces a computational framework for opti-
mizing vegetation removal, modelled via so-called blackline or fireline
widths, to enhance efficiency and cost-effectiveness of a prescribed burn
for planned reduction of vegetation density. The QUIC FIRE simulation
tool is employed to conduct simulations across fireline widths ranging
from 8 to 24 meters in 2-meter increments within a strategically chosen
burn unit that covers the usecase of a wildland urban interface located
around the region of Auburn, CA. Through visual analysis and quan-
titative cost function assessment, incorporating polynomial fit and the
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm within a basin-
hopping framework, an optimal fireline width is computed that minimizes
costs, efforts and the risk of fire escapes. Findings indicate that strate-
gic adjustments in fireline widths significantly influence the success of
prescribed burns, underscoring the value of advanced simulation and op-
timization techniques. This work provides a foundational framework for
subsequent studies, advocating for the development of dynamic, adaptive
models that are scalable across varied ecological and geographical settings.
Contributions extend to a computational and economic perspective on
sustainable risk mitigation, underlining the pivotal influence of technology
and advanced modeling in the evolution of prescribed burn strategies.

Keywords: Prescribed burns, wildfire management, computational opti-
mization, QUIC FIRE simulation, blackline width.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the United States has faced an alarming increase in wildfire inci-
dents, marked by their growing intensity and frequency [5]. This increasing trend
requires the urgent need for innovative fire management strategies to mitigate
wildfire risks effectively. Among these strategies, prescribed burning has emerged
as one of the prominent techniques [8]. By intentionally applying controlled fires,
this planned treatment of vegetated land aims to manage vegetation and reduce
the accumulation of fuel, thereby protecting assets and lives from the devastating
impact of uncontrolled wildfires [16].
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The work in this paper utilizes QUIC FIRE, a simulation tool that is de-
signed for modeling the spread and behavior of prescribed fire scenarios [13].
QUIC FIRE possesses the capability to accurately predict the behavior of fires
across a spectrum of weather and terrain conditions. Understanding QUIC FIRE
simulations requires knowledge of concepts such as the Burn Unit [11] and the
Acceptable Fire Boundary. During Prescribed Burns, even in the most favorable
weather conditions, there exists a possibility of fire breaching its Acceptable Fire
Boundary [22]. This makes fuel management, particularly fuel removal, a key
strategy to avoid fire escape [3]. A fundamental practice in fuel management
during prescribed burns is the creation of a back line or fire line – a cleared strip
of land intended to act as a barrier to stop the fire from spreading [7,24].

Various fuel removal strategies include ground-based mechanical whole tree,
manual whole-tree, manual log, cut-to-length, and cable-operated systems. Follow-
ing the comparative 2007-dollar analysis in [4], ground-based mechanical whole
tree removal is the most cost-effective, averaging $0.1532 per m2, while manual
whole tree removal costs around $0.2526 per m2. Cable systems, designed for
challenging steep terrains, represent the higher end of the cost spectrum, with
expenses starting at $0.6955 per m2 for whole tree removal. Even with these
capabilities, the risk of fire escape and consequent damage persists [23]. Also,
excessive fuel removal, i.e. creating wide firelines to prevent the escape of fire can
limit the use of prescribed burns [9,10,12]. This leads to a critical question: What
is the most cost-effective fireline width that balances the costs of fuel removal
and the potential damages from fires breaching prescribed boundaries?

This research explores the use of prescribed burns also called Interface burns
[3,6] when practiced near residential areas to reduce wildfire risks, emphasizing
the crucial role of fire lines, termed "black lines" in QUIC FIRE simulations.
This paper provides a comprehensive cost analysis of fuel removal by analyzing
various fuel removal methods and their associated costs and the characterization
of costs associated with fire escape driven by fire simulation using QUIC-FIRE.
It then formulates an optimization problem to define the optimal width of fuel
removal, thereby guiding the creation of economically viable firelines.

By laying the groundwork for optimal trade-off concepts, this research estab-
lishes a foundational framework for advancing multi-dimensional control strategies
in fireline creation and fuel management. This research enhances wildfire man-
agement discourse, providing insights and strategies to protect communities and
ecosystems from wildfires.

2 QUIC-FIRE and Urban Interface Use Case

QUIC-Fire [11] is a simulation tool designed for the planning of prescribed
burns. It offers a solution to understand and predict the complex interactions
of fire with the atmosphere without the need for high-performance computing
resources. This model integrates the 3-D rapid wind solver QUIC-URB [15,18]
with a physics-based cellular automata fire spread model called FIRE-CA [1,2].
QUIC-Fire employs a probabilistic approach to simulate fire spread, where
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energy packets are dispersed based on local environmental conditions, yielding
variable fire behavior across simulation iterations. This tool aids in prescribed
fire management by enabling planners to design burn plans with complex ignition
patterns and assess fire-atmosphere interactions.

To demonstrate the cost-benefit analysis of creating a fireline and taken into
account the costs related to fire escape, this paper applies QUIC-Fire to a region
around Auburn, CA. A visualization of this use case is summarized Figure 1 and
was chosen following an examination of Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) [17]
zones where urban developments meet or intermingle with wildland vegetation.
This analysis stands as the inaugural application of the proposed framework,
constituting a novel initiative within the field. Therefore, it delves into uncharted
areas, devoid of the comparative frameworks often available through established
benchmarks or historical studies.

Fig. 1: Image describing real world zoning of use case scenario near Auburn, CA

The selected area is characterized by a sloped terrain interspersed with
residential zones within the buffer area. These topographical and residential
features underscore the necessity for rigorous fire containment strategies, making
it a good case for investigation. To fully comprehend the analysis and the model
itself, it is crucial to highlight and summarize the Quic-Fire simulation parameters
used to describe the use case in Figure 1:

– Wind Speed: Established at 32.18 kph to accurately simulate conditions that
can affect the spread of fire.

– Wind Direction: Considered to be moving from left to right in Figure1 or
West to East i.e. 270◦, with 15◦ perturbations.

– Topography and Vegetation: Incorporation of the terrain’s features and
existing vegetation information for prediction of fire dynamics.
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– Ignition Pattern: The simulation adopts a head fire ignition pattern, chosen
for its representation of how fire fronts typically advance with the wind. This
approach is specifically relevant to the wind conditions and topographical
layout of the study area as illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 2: (a) Image describing QUIC FIRE simulation domain, burn unit,
acceptable fire boundary, buffer line, black line, and control line (b) Visual

representation of the simulation domain depicting the blackline, the burnt and
unburnt areas within and outside the burn unit, and the location of structures.

To further complete the terminology associated to QUIC-Fire simulations,
terms such as Simulation Domain, Burn Unit, Buffer Zone, Acceptable Fire
Boundary, Black Line, and Width are defined followed by a visual representation
provided in Figure 2(a). In particular, the following definitions are used:

– Simulation Domain: This term refers to the spatial extent under consideration
for the simulation, capturing the prescribed burn area and its surroundings. It
encompasses the entire landscape within which the fire dynamics are modeled.

– Burn Unit: This area denotes the specific parcel of land designated for the
implementation of the prescribed burn within the simulation domain.

– Buffer Zone: A strategically established margin encircling the burn unit,
designed to mitigate the risk of fire escape beyond the intended boundaries.

– Acceptable Fire Boundary: This indicates the maximum permissible boundary
for fire spread, established to ensure the containment of the burn within
predefined limits.

– Control Line and Black Line Width: This line serves as a narrow boundary
along the wind inflow direction, established through the removal of fuel.
In this specific scenario, its width is set to be 4 meters. Additionally, the
’Black Line’ is implemented as a preventive measure, placed strategically in
alignment with the wind direction and characterized by an absence (active
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removal) of fuel/vegetation. The ’Width’ of the Black Line is subject to
variation, serving as the key variable for prediction within this use case.

3 Cost Function Analysis

Spatial concepts of burned and none-burned areas within the simulation domain,
and construction of the blackline, are graphically represented in Figure 2(b).
This visualization distinctly identifies regions inside and outside the burn unit,
demarcates the blackline, and pinpoints structures, thereby offering clarity on the
areas considered when calculating the associated costs of fuel removal. This section
introduces a framework for systematically estimating blackline construction costs
and penalties incurred when fires breach acceptable boundaries.

3.1 Fuel Removal Cost

The cost of fuel removal is comprehensively evaluated across the designated
burn unit. This burn unit is depicted as a grid G with dimensions x× y, which
effectively represent the total area of the burn unit. For the purpose of this model,
the following parameters are established:

– Base cost of fuel removal, f(a, b), based on the slope at cell (a, b):

f(a, b) =

{
0.3, if slope at (a, b) < 40%
1.02, if slope at (a, b) ≥ 40%

(1)

Ground-based mechanical and manual whole tree removal costs averaged
$0.1532 and $0.2526 per m2, respectively. For slopes above 40%, cable systems
incurred costs starting at $0.6955 per m2 [4]. After adjusting for inflation from
2007-2023 [21], fuel removal costs for creating a fuel-free blackline zone are
calculated. For slopes less than 40%, costs are averaged to $0.3 per m2. For
steeper slopes over 40%, costs rise to $1.02 per m2.

– Fuel density factor at cell (a, b):

factor(a, b) = 1 +
fuel density at (a, b)− average fuel density

average fuel density
(2)

The core of the model calculates the costs of constructing blacklines to a
specified width, W , integrating both terrain-adjusted costs and fuel density factors.
Formulas for blackline construction costs, such as C

(1)
blackline(w), are aligned with

prevailing wind directions. This method accounts for wind’s impact on fire spread,
facilitating strategic blackline placement and dimensioning for enhanced efficacy.
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– Option 1 (North/South):

C
(1)
blackline(W ) =

W∑
w=1

(
x∑

i=1

1{i+w≤x} · f(i+ w,w) · factor(i+ w,w)

+

y∑
j=1

1{j+w<y,j+w ̸=w} · f(w, j + w) · factor(w, j + w)

)
(3)

where 1{·} is the indicator function, equaling 1 if the condition is true, and 0
otherwise.

– Options 2 to 4 are defined for East/West, South/North, West/East directions.

Control lines further enhance fire containment. The costs for these control
lines, Ccontrol, are established for a fixed width of Wc = 4, with adjustments
based on their orthogonal orientation to the blackline. This method establishes a
buffer zone along directions not influenced by wind.

Ccontrol =(Appropriate formula based on fixed width
and orthogonal orientation to blackline)

(4)

The culmination of this model is the integration of the costs associated with
both the creation of a blackline and control line constructions costs. The final
cost, Cfuelremoval(W ), is found by combining blackline and control line costs up
to width W and given by

Cfuelremoval(W ) = Ccontrol + C
(o)
blackline(W ) (5)

where o is the choice of option based on wind direction
Following the formulation of the final cost Cfuelremoval(W ), Figure 3 provides a

visual representation of the fuel removal cost dynamics. This figure demonstrates
an an approximate logarithmic growth pattern between cumulative costs and
width.

3.2 Penalty Costs for Fire Escape

Penalty costs are associated with both fire escape, bus also for vegetation not
burned within the burn unit. For evaluation of penalty costs, the simulation
domain S is defined within the bounds (kmax, lmax) of the pixels of the image.
Each pixel within this domain is denoted by the coordinates (k, l), where k ranges
from 1 to kmax and l from 1 to lmax. The burn unit is represented by a grid G
which is a subset of S, with G embedded within the simulation domain S.

To compute the penalty costs, several functions are introduced. The function
U(k, l) is defined to determine the membership of a pixel within the grid G:

U(k, l) =

{
1 if (k, l) ∈ G

0 if (k, l) /∈ G
(6)
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Fig. 3: Comparative analysis of fuel removal costs for blackline and control line
constructions up to width W , y-axis is on log scale.

Furthermore, a fuel density evaluation function B(k, l) is defined to ascertain
whether a pixel is burnt or unburnt:

B(k, l) =

{
1 if fuel density at (k, l) = 0

0 if fuel density at (k, l) ≥ 0
(7)

This function is applied over the entire simulation domain S. Additionally, the
distance function R(k, l) calculates the Euclidean distance from the center of
grid G to each pixel in S:

R(k, l) =
√
(xc − k)2 + (yc − l)2 (8)

where (xc, yc) represent the coordinates of the center of G.
The penalty for land loss due to fire escape, denoted as Clandloss(w), is

calculated across the simulation domain S, encapsulated within the bounds
(kmax, lmax), and is expressed as:

Clandloss(w) =

kmax∑
k=1

lmax∑
l=1

fw(k, l) (9)

The function fw(k, l) is defined based on the conditions of pixel membership
within grid G and the fuel density status of each pixel:

fw(k, l) =


0 if U(k, l) = 1 and B(k, l) = 1

C if U(k, l) = 1 and B(k, l) = 0

αR(k, l) if U(k, l) = 0 and B(k, l) = 1

0 if U(k, l) = 0 and B(k, l) = 0

(10)
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In this context, α, representing the land value constant at $1.09 per cell, adjusts
the penalty for burnt pixels beyond the designated boundary based on distance.
This constant is derived from averaging the 2022 values of United States farm real
estate ($0.9460 per m2) and cropland ($1.2572 per m2)[20]. While this analysis
utilizes average prices for concept demonstration, the framework allows for the
adjustment of these prices to reflect specific regional values for more localized
analyses.

To address the loss of important structures, the model incorporates a secondary
penalty function. Each critical structure within the domain is indexed by t and
located at pixel (kt, lt). The vicinity of each structure incurs an enhanced penalty,
modeled by the function dt(k, l), which is a decreasing exponential function of
the distance from the pixel to the structure:

dt(k, l) = e−(β
√

(kt−k)2+(lt−l)2) (11)

The decay constant β governs the influence range of the structural penalty in
this case 30 meters [19], decreasing with increasing distance from the structure.
The cumulative penalty impact due to structures at pixel (k, l) is the sum of
penalties from all structures t:

d(k, l) =
∑
t

dt(k, l) (12)

The total penalty cost associated with structural loss, Cstructureloss(w), is then
given by the sum of individual penalties across the domain:

Cstructureloss(w) =

kmax∑
k=1

lmax∑
l=1

pw(k, l) (13)

where pw(k, l) is defined as:

pw(k, l) =


0 if U(k, l) = 1

γd(k, l) if U(k, l) = 0 and B(k, l) = 1

0 if U(k, l) = 0 and B(k, l) = 0

(14)

The variable γ represents a constant associated with structural loss. Consequently,
the total penalty cost is the sum of the land loss and structural loss costs:

Cpenalty(w) = Cstructureloss(w) + Clandloss(w) (15)

Finally, the comprehensive cost for a prescribed burn at blackline width w
encompasses both fuel removal and penalty costs:

Cburncost(w) = Cfuelremoval(w) + θ ∗ Cpenalty(w) (16)

where, θ is the dollar conversion constant that converts the penalty factor to
dollar value. In this case, it has been assumed to be 1.

To illustrate the end result of the cosst analysis, Figure 4(a) shows the spatial
distribution of penalty cost factor, while Figure 4(b) refers to costs associated
with land and structure loss due to the fire escape illustrated earlier in Figure 2(b)
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Fig. 4: Visual representation of the simulation domain depicting (a) cost factor
and (b) costs calculated from fire escape and structure damage

4 Methodology for Optimization

In the optimization methodology, the cost function Cburncost(w) in (16) can be
calculated across a discrete set of potential widths (w) for blackline construction.
In addition, variability in anticipated wind speed and wind direction can be
used to find either an average or worst-case cost Cburncost(w) and an optimal
blackline width could then be chosen by the minimization of Cburncost(w) over w.
However, such optimization inevitably tends towards a trivial solution of maximal
fuel removal (maximum w) when costs associate to fire escape are large. While
such an approach effectively mitigates fire spread, it may not represent the most
efficient allocation of resources.

To counter the propensity for trivial solutions, the optimization method-
ology integrates an additional effort cost component, analogous to regulariza-
tion parameters in optimization problems. The additional effort cost is given
Ceffort(w) = δ · (w − w0)

2, where w again represents the blackline width, w0 is
set to a value of 8 and δ is a coefficient adjusting the impact on the total cost
and is set to a value of $135/m2. This incorporation of an effort cost is intended
to ensure a more balanced approach to evaluating strategies advocating for a
more judicious and effective deployment of fire management resources.

The cost evaluation has been summarized in Figure 5. Specifically, Figure 5(a)
illustrates the penalty costs arising from prescribed burn escapes, with cost
assessments per blackline width refined by introducing wind direction variations
within a 270±15◦ range. Furthermore,Figure 5(b) reveals a non-linear correlation
between total cost and blackline width, suggesting that optimal width aligns
with a strategy of maximal fuel removal. Figure 5(c) displays the total costs.

Cfuelremoval(W ) = Ccontrol + C
(o)
blackline(W ) + Ceffort(W ) (17)
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including the additional effort cost, o is the choice of option based on wind
direction.

Given the inherent variability in the simulation outcomes, a deterministic
approach to determine the optimal blackline width is not advisable. Instead, a
6th order polynomial function is fitted to the data to capture the nuanced trends
and provide a smooth approximation of costs over varying blackline widths. This
is mathematically expressed as C(W ) = a0 + a1W + a2W

2 + · · ·+ a6W
6, where

C(W ) denotes the cost associated with a blackline of width W , and a0, a1, . . . , a6
are the coefficients determined by the fitting process. The rationale for selecting
a polynomial function lies in its flexibility to model the non-linear relationships
between the control measures and the resultant costs, thus ensuring a robust
optimization process. This polynomial model offers a continuous, differentiable
function, crucial for identifying cost minima with gradient-based optimization
techniques.

The BFGS algorithm [14] emerges as a formidable quasi-Newton method for
local minimization within the basin-hopping framework, crucial for the refined
optimization of the cost function C(w). It iteratively adjusts an estimation H
of the inverse Hessian matrix alongside the position vector w, in accordance
to the update rule wnew = wold − αH∇f(wold), where α denotes the step size,
ascertained via a line search adhering to Wolfe conditions. Simultaneously, the
approximation H is updated by Hnew = (I − ρsyT )Hold(I − ρysT ) + ρssT , with
s = wnew − wold and y = ∇f(wnew) − ∇f(wold), encapsulating the changes in
position and gradient. This method is integral to the basin-hopping strategy,
which conducts a comprehensive exploration for the global minimum of C(w),
navigating beyond the barriers of local minima. This methodology offers a
systematic way to determine the optimal blackline width, minimizing costs and
efforts in prescribed burn operations.

5 Use Case Results

In the results section, findings from the simulation exercises conducted within
the Auburn, CA, burn unit scenario are presented. Utilizing the QUIC FIRE
simulation tool, a series of simulations were executed with specific parameters: a
wind speed set at 32.18 kph, oriented from east to west, and a head fire ignition
pattern. These parameters were chosen to simulate environmental conditions
influencing wildfire spread in the designated area. An ensemble methodology,
involving variations in the width of the black line across different simulations,
evaluates the implications on cost and the efficacy of burn operations.

Figure 6 provides a visual sequence that conveys the outcomes of the ensemble
simulations conducted within the context of the Auburn, CA, burn unit scenario,
ranging from 8 meters to 24 meters in increments of 2 meters, for 270◦ wind
angle. Each depicted scenario offers a distinct visual representation, shedding
light on the effect of blackline widths on prescribed burn control. This analysis
necessitates minimum black line width to prevent fire escape, while also noting
that widening the line beyond this minimum would incur excessive costs.
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Fig. 5: Cost of Prescribed burn vs width of blackline
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Fig. 6: Impact of Blackline widths on Fire Control in Auburn, CA. Panels a to i
display the effects of blackline widths ranging from 8m to 24m in 2m increments

on prescribed burn spread for 270◦ wind angle

Building on the visual insights, Table 1 provides a quantitative assessment,
detailing the financial impacts of different blackline widths. This methodical
tabulation of burn costs linked to each width level offers a structured basis
for informed decision-making in fire management strategies. It is important to
consider that altering the blackline width may inadvertently increase local wind
speeds, potentially escalating the risk of fire escape, even with wider blacklines.

Finally, Figure 5 illustrates the crucial balance between the cost of prescribed
burns and blackline width, pinpointing the optimal width for minimizing cost,
efforts and fire damage. The comprehensive analysis and simulations detailed
above culminate in identifying an optimal blackline width of 16 meters as the
most effective in balancing cost reduction, efforts and enhancing fire control
measures for the prescribed burn scenario in Auburn, CA.

6 Conclusions

Embarking on an exploratory journey to unravel the complexities inherent in
the planning of prescribed burns, this study has meticulously investigated the
optimization of blackline widths, aiming to strike a delicate balance between
operational efficacy and cost-efficiency. Through an exhaustive series of simulation
exercises conducted within the Auburn, CA, burn unit scenario using the QUIC
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Table 1: Comprehensive Cost Analysis for Various Blackline widths Under
Simulated Wind Conditions in Auburn, CA.

Blackline
width (w)

Penalty Cost
Average

(θ · Cpenalty)

Cost of Fuel
Removal

(Cfuelremoval)

Total Cost
(Cburncost)

8 58024.45 4285.95 62310.41
10 54271.44 6008.94 60280.38
12 39474.50 8737.10 48211.61
14 19334.57 12543.40 31877.97
16 0 17471.02 17471.02
18 13783.91 23588.35 37372.27
20 0.00 30693.04 30693.04
22 0.00 38905.80 38905.80
24 0.00 48205.51 48205.51

FIRE simulation tool, we have shed light on the intricate relationship between
blackline width, fire control, and economic factors.

The ensemble methodology, exploring varying blackline widths has unequivo-
cally demonstrated that strategic modifications in width can profoundly affect
fire behavior and containment. This finding emphasizes the critical need for
added precision in the planning and execution phases of prescribed burns. The
simulations not only provided a qualitative insight into the impact of varying
blackline widths on fire control efforts, but also paved the way for a quantitative
analysis that meticulously outlined the financial ramifications.

Leveraging polynomial interpolation and the BFGS optimization algorithm
within a basin-hopping framework facilitates the computation of optimal blackline
width as a compromise between cost, effort and potential damage from fire
escapes. This fusion of computational modeling and economic analysis marks a
introduction of a framework in enhancing the effectiveness of prescribed burns as
a wildfire management strategy, highlighting the potential of simulation-based
optimization in achieving an optimal balance between operational efficiency and
cost-effectiveness.

Reflecting on the objectives outlined in the introduction, this research has
successfully:

– Established a foundational framework with an aim to advance multi-dimensional
control strategies for fireline creation and fuel management.

– Developed a comprehensive cost-based analysis framework for prescribed
burns, aiding in resource allocation and strategic planning.

– Introduced financial modeling within prescribed burn management domain
by harnessing the capabilities of the QUIC FIRE simulation, thereby refining
planning and cost estimation efforts.

This research highlights key opportunities for future work, including the use
of computational and data driven technologies to aid prescribed burn strategies.
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Additionally, a more detailed economic model incorporating broader cost factors
could improve prescribed burn planning. By integrating advanced simulations
with economic analysis, this study contributes significantly to developing more
effective and sustainable wildfire management strategies.
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